
Pricing Associate

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Pricing Associate is responsible for providing a great shopping experience, and driving sales and 
profit through customer service and accurate pricing.

Skills

RF scanner, Lotus Notes, Cash Register.

Work Experience

Pricing Associate
ABC Corporation  2007 – 2009 
 Assisted sales clerks with pricing and advertisement changes and corrections.
 Improved sales by the both Men and Kids departments by keeping productive track of 

merchandise sale dates, and price changes.
 Able to helped turnover merchandise floor sitting time by which kept a high flow for floor 

Merchandisers to sell items at a faster pace.
 Implemented companies marketing strategies.
 Promoted head pricing associate working under a team leader.
 Created shelf labels &amp; signs, in-store specials, 3-day projections, weekly/monthly tab, 

sales.
 Answered customer questions, direct calls, communicate with corporate office 

Accomplishments During the time working.

Pricing Associate
JC PENNY  2003 – 2007 
 My position on the pricing is The Pricing Captain.
 As the pricing captain I am responsible for checking on the marketing for each week and 

making sure that every one on the team knows what is coming up for the week such as sales, 
events for each department in the store, taking apart the sign boxes as they come in for the 
week and making sure that all signs are ready for the next sales day.

 Checking to make sure that clearance is done in a timely manner and done by the end of the 
day.

 Looking over the set sell planners for the month and working with my department supervisor 
on the moves and sets we need to do in the store.

 When time prohibits the pricing team helps with the opening and putting away of the stock 
that came in for that day and also helping customers on the sales floor.

 Skills Used I have used the sales associate , department supervisor and pricing skills I have 
learned over the past years to help in all aspects of my job from helping customers on the 
floor to making sure that my department was staffed the way it should be and all projects 
were completed on time.

 All the skills that I have learn I use every day as part of my job..
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Education

Diploma in Cosmetology - 2011(Empire Beauty School)
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